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Abstract:
Gandhi’s idea about education began to
gather ground when he was in south Africa. Once
a flash came to his mind, t was a simple task
for him to supply the necessary rationale to the
idea. Gandhi’s views of education and his
method of teaching which were very different
from the accepted standards were well experimented. It was the idea that enabled him to
define work in its broadest sense as a medium
of socializing the child into a participative culture in his scheme of basic education. The paper introspects into the educational thoughts of
Gandhiji to see their relevance in the contemporary education system . Their philosophies
continue to provide the basic principles of
education policies still today. It has become
even more relevant today when there is degeneration of value system and the deteriorating health of the society. The Curriculum
the teaching method and role of teacher and
the overall aim of education should be in consonance with their philosophy . Important keywords, curriculum , teaching method, teacher.
Educational thought of Mahatma Gandhi and
contemporary educational system.
Education must touch every aspects of
daily living and help every man and women to
be a better citizen of their village, and there-
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fore a better citizen of India and the world M.
Gandhi.
Introduction:
Gandhi’s first experiment with education
in a school environment was at phoenix. The
system of education there was erratic. Teachers and the textbooks were frequently changed.
The aim of education was strengthening of moral
character of the pupils along with the simultaneous development of mind and body, Children
were required to spend three hrs at school,
two hrs in the printing press and time allowing ,
reading their lessons at night. A teacher who
reaches from textbooks does not impart originality to his pupils. He himself becomes a slave
of textbooks and has no opportunity or occasion to be original. He focused circumstances.
He stressed on strengthening of the character
rather then learning from the books. Gandhi
never compelled the child to do anything and
believed that they should neither be insulted nor
humiliated.
Mahatma Gandhi on Education
The real difficulty is that people have no
idea of what education truly is we assess the
value of education in the same manner as we
assess the value of land or of shares in the stock
exchange market. We want to provide only such
education as would enable the student to earn
more. We hardly give any thought to the improvement of the character of the educated.
Aim of Education:- It should be to develop the full potentialities of every child at
school, always in accordance with the general
good of the community which he is a member.
Gandhi’s philosophy of education is a completed
programme of social reconstruction which appropriately addresses to the needs of the individual and society in the context of social problems so Indian society Gandhiji himself writes
–” To develop the self is to build character and
to prepare the self for compete realization and
realization of Godliness
Method of teaching:- Gandhiji believes that
true education to the mind can be received
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only by proper exercise of body organs . In
other words the rational are of body organs
is the most suitable and rapid way of developing a child’s mind. He emphasized on learning by doing in his teaching method. He accepted the 3 levels of Indian way of learning
(hearing, thinking and meditation) as reading,
thinking and action.
Teachers- Gandhiji has accorded a very
important place to teacher in his educational
plan. He believes that success of new experiments in education depends on a teacher. He
experiences that a he ways that a teacher is
the real textbook for a pupil. He says that a
teacher’s personality has profound impact upon
a child. He says that it is quite impossible for a
distant teacher to influence his pupil’s souls by
lifestyle, According to him teacher should have
qualities of truth, non violence , forbearance ,
justice sympathy and labor, He should possess
the qualities of good character, dutifulness, sociability patience, self control, religious active.
Concluding Remarks
Gandhi’s educational theory and practice
played a vital role among all his manifold concerns, After many years of piecemeal experimentation, his idea evolved into a coherent and
consistent philosophy, his primary objective was
to develop a practical means for all people with
minimum education necessary t understand
the complexities of their environment and to
be self sufficient with that environment . On
the basis of the educational thought of
Gandhiji, we can conclude that Gandhiji was
a great educationist of present era. Human
kabir writes that of many gifts to the nation
the best remains the experiment of new education.
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